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Abstract 

Sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) plays an important role in modern war, and 
the evaluation of the operational effectiveness of SWOTHR system directly or indirectly 
affects its future development direction.In this paper, the development history and 
present situation of sky wave over-the-horizon radar are introduced.Then, according to 
the operational requirements and characteristics of the new era, four typical sky wave 
over-the-horizon radar operational effectiveness evaluation methods are introduced in 
detail, including analytic hierarchy process (AHP), ADC analysis, fuzzy comprehensive 
evaluation and evidence synthesis.Analytic hierarchy process can optimize the 
evaluation index system.ADC analysis can solve the quantitative index well.Fuzzy 
comprehensive evaluation method has the advantages of analytic hierarchy process and 
can deal with qualitative indicators well.Evidence synthesis method is an improved 
evaluation algorithm, which can measure the uncertainty of results.The advantages and 
disadvantages of each method and the problems needing attention in application are 
analyzed.Finally, the main research directions and hot spots are proposed, the 
corresponding technical approaches are discussed, and the further research content and 
development trend of new evaluation methods in this field are clarified.This paper has 
certain significance for summarizing and guiding the sky wave over-the-horizon radar 
effectiveness evaluation. 
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1. Introduction 

Sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) can improve the azimuth resolution of the radar 
by synthetically processing the echoes of different positions of the carrier in flight according to 
the array echoes, and obtain high resolution radar images under the weather condition of poor 
visibility.Airborne and spaceborne SWOTHR has been widely used in military fields such as 
battlefield reconnaissance, target identification and ground attack, and in civilian fields such as 
terrain mapping, ocean observation and disaster prediction.With the continuous progress of 
signal processing technology and the rapid improvement of the performance of processing 
devices, the research of SWOTHR on missile has been paid more and more attention and 
become another important aspect of SWOTHR technology application.It is a military radar 
developed based on the ionospheric reflection principle of high frequency signals. This radar 
can realize long-range detection of targets from top to bottom, and has outstanding advantages 
such as long-term warning, wide range monitoring and good anti-stealth performance, so it has 
attracted great attention in the military field of all countries in the world [1-2].As the main 
combat equipment of the national strategic early warning equipment system, it is an important 
way to obtain air space or sea information in the strategic early warning system, and its 
appearance makes the air defense early warning time increase from minute to hour.Therefore, 
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sky wave over-the-horizon radar will certainly play a crucial role in the future information 
warfare [3]. 

SWOTHR experiment began in 1930s. In 1937, the HF system (high frequency system) 
experiment in Britain laid a solid foundation for SWOTHR experiment.The following year, the 
VHF system (VERY high frequency communication system) experiment in the Soviet Union 
achieved success [4].However, the frequency of VHF wave is too high and the fluctuation is not 
significant, so the diffraction phenomenon is difficult to be observed.Due to the influence of the 
working distance of the system at that time, its practical application was limited to the detection 
of aircraft in the backwoods [5-6].However, THE HF system can detect a considerable distance, 
which attracted extensive attention of a large number of scholars at home and abroad at that 
time. After several years of efforts, the HF system made many breakthroughs in key 
technologies, which led to the birth of sky wave over-the-horizon radar [7]. 

The research on sky wave over-the-horizon radar started relatively late in China. In the early 
1970s, this research was strongly supported by Mr. Qian Xuesen. The project was jointly 
developed by the 14th institute and the 22nd Institute of the Ministry of Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering.In 1982, in China, under the leadership of comrade pei-nan jiao kept hao, 
China's first "pulse" system sky wave over-the-horizon radar (112-1) radar, the successful 
development in testing the radar is not affected by the interference of strong clutter 
environment and successful completion of the task, thus our country became the United States 
and Russia after the 3rd country capable of successfully mastered the technology [8]. 

At present, the number of SWOTHR systems around the world is increasing rapidly, and it has 
become a mainstay of national defense systems around the world.The operational effectiveness 
evaluation of Sky wave over-the-horizon radar directly or indirectly affects its future 
development direction. Therefore, the operational effectiveness evaluation of sky wave over-
the-horizon radar has become an important issue urgently to be solved by all countries in the 
world [9-10]. 

Combat effectiveness refers to the ability of troops or weapons to complete combat tasks. The 
combat effectiveness of sky wave over-the-horizon radar will directly affect the overall 
effectiveness of the national strategic early warning equipment system.In view of this, the sky 
wave over-the-horizon radar combat effectiveness evaluation method will be used for weapons 
and equipment demonstration and defense planning and deployment of early warning 
detection system of the main theoretical support, has the vital significance, the current 
domestic and international numerous scholars in the selection of evaluation methods and 
evaluation model carried out extensive and heated discussion on the design,A large number of 
valuable research results have emerged [11].In this paper, the above three typical combat 
effectiveness evaluation methods of sky wave over-the-horizon radar are described, the steps 
and characteristics of the algorithm are summarized, and the scope of application of the 
algorithm is pointed out [12].  

2. Sky wave over-the-horizon radar operational effectiveness evaluation 
method 

At present, there are a lot of research literature on evaluation methods. At present, the 
effectiveness evaluation of sky wave radar is mainly studied from three aspects: 

① Optimization of index system: Literature [13] is a quantitative evaluation method of 
operational effectiveness index proposed by AHP;Literature [14] is a combat effectiveness 
evaluation index system based on "logic gate". Its establishment focuses on the optimization of 
the index system.Literature [15] constructed a comprehensive evaluation index system to 
extend the evaluation object to the whole equipment system.In reference [16], the quantitative 
calculation of indicators at all levels is based on analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). 
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② Improvement of model establishment: Reference [17] is an improvement of ADC model, 
reference [18] is a fuzzy comprehensive evaluation model, and reference [19] is a 
comprehensive evaluation model based on fuzzy hierarchical decision making. The above three 
models are the most common at present and have a very broad room for improvement. 

③ Improvement of evaluation algorithm: Literature [20] is an improved combat effectiveness 
evaluation method based on evidence theory;Literature [21] combined evidence theory with 
cloud model to improve the operational effectiveness evaluation algorithm of sky wave 
radar.Literature [22] improved the fuzzy neural network and applied it to the operational 
effectiveness evaluation of sky wave over-the-horizon radar, optimizing the adverse effects of 
human factors and fuzzy randomness on evaluation results.In view of the three aspects of sky 
wave over-the-horizon radar operational effectiveness evaluation, the most commonly used, 
classic and representative evaluation methods are introduced here: analytic Hierarchy Process 
(AHP), ADC analysis, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation and evidence synthesis.Finally, the 
advantages, disadvantages and focus range of each method are summarized. 

3. Analytic Hierarchy Process 

3.1. Method Overview 

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is the most commonly used evaluation method [23].It turns 
complex problems into multi-level simple problems through hierarchical division and factor 
decomposition [24], and eventually forms a complete and hierarchical evaluation system (as 
shown in Figure 1).Features due to its easy operation, wide applicability etc, now has become 
the basis of sky wave over-the-horizon radar operational effectiveness of one of evaluation 
methods, and the same method for other radar is a kind of basis and its evaluation methods, it 
can systematically established index system, especially for the complex evaluation of large 
radar can highlight the advantage of its logical rigor. 

 
Figure.1: SWOTHR combat effectiveness evaluation index system based on analytic hierarchy 

process 

3.2. Modeling Steps 

The modeling of AHP method can be roughly divided into the following four steps: 
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1) By analyzing the relationship between various factors in the index system, the index system 
is divided into measurement layer, scheme layer, index layer, criterion layer and target layer. 

2) By comparing the importance of different factors in the same level and the previous level, 
the weight judgment matrix is constructed. 

3) According to the weight judgment matrix, calculate the weight of each indicator and check 
the consistency of the results. 

4) Calculate the comprehensive weight of each layer element to the system objective and sort 
the results. 

3.3. Main Features 

1) Use quantitative methods to complete qualitative analysis and evaluation of multi-objective 
complex subjects. 

2) Provide concise analysis ideas, simple operation techniques and a wide range of application. 

3) The traditional expert assignment method is abandoned in weight assignment, reducing the 
influence of subjective factors on weight value. 

4) In the process of comparing the importance of the two factors, the ANALYTIC hierarchy 
process cannot exclude the influence of subjective factors and achieve complete objectivity. 

5) The final evaluation result of ANALYTIC hierarchy Process comes from the sum of the 
product of simple factor evaluation score and corresponding weight, which lacks convincing 
description of the overall performance and efficiency of the system. 

6) Although the evaluation results obtained by AHP are relatively comprehensive, they cannot 
measure the certainty and uncertainty of the evaluation results 

3.4. Scope of application of AHP 

Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) is widely used in the evaluation system. In the evaluation of 
sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) system, its interference factors rarely change due 
to the relatively fixed working environment. Therefore, ANALYTIC hierarchy process (AHP) can 
better highlight its advantages in system index system.It is more suitable for the inherent 
efficiency evaluation of complex systems [25-26]. 

4. ADC method 

4.1. Method Overview  

In the traditional ADC model, system efficiency is A measure of the degree to which A system is 
expected to meet the requirements of A set of specific tasks, and is A function of system 
Availability A, credibility D and Capacity C. Its model is:Sky wave over-the-horizon radar has 
outstanding advantages such as long detection range, large coverage area and strong "four 
defenses" capability. The determinants of combat effectiveness of sky wave radar can be 
summarized into four aspects: availability, credibility, combat capability and electromagnetic 
environment influence [27-28].See Figure 2.  

4.2. Basic Procedure  

CDAE T ][  

In the basic step formula, E is the system efficiency vector (composed of one element), the 
system availability vector, the system credibility matrix, and the system capability vector 
[29].Sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) works in both short and high frequency 
bands and detects ships and aircraft at sea, stealth aircraft and low-flying missiles.The speed 
difference between the two targets is very large, so the system needs to set up two channels in 
airspace and sea [30].Due to the complex electromagnetic environment in the short wave 
segment, a special frequency monitoring channel is required, so a total of three channels are 
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required.Except for the common antenna system, they are independent of each other, 
equivalent to three separate radars.The former is equivalent to two active radars and the latter 
to a passive radar.Its air performance and Marine performance need to be evaluated 
separately.For frequency monitoring channel, anti-interference influence factor is used to 
measure.To sum up, the system efficiency equation of SWOTHR is as follows [31]. 

AJi KEkE i

2

1i




  

In Formula (2), combat effectiveness against sea and air;Is radar anti-jamming effect factor;Is 
the relative weight. 

 

 
Figure 2 : SWOTHR combat effectiveness evaluation index system based on ADC method 

4.3. Main features 

1) The system effectiveness is expressed as the correlation function of availability, reliability 
and system capability, that is, the evaluation algorithm considers the correlation between 
equipment structure and operational characteristics, and emphasizes the integrity of SWOTHR. 

2) This model provides a basic framework for evaluating effectiveness and can be easily 
extended to include impact factor vectors in the evaluation process.This can make up for the 
ability of traditional ADC model to deal with qualitative indicators to a certain extent. 

3) In the formula, the determination of the capability matrix (matrix) is directly related to the 
accuracy of the evaluation results. How to determine the capability matrix (matrix) is the key 
point and difficulty of the algorithm. 

4) Like analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), this method can only give comprehensive evaluation 
results, but cannot give the measurement of certainty and uncertainty. 

4.4. Application scope of ADC analysis 

ADC method not only can be well applied in the operational evaluation of sky wave over-the-
horizon radar, also on the rest of the weapon system effectiveness evaluation is quite extensive 
applicability [32], but in the whole process of evaluation, evaluation algorithm can be found the 
most suitable individual performance evaluation system, so if the system is especially complex, 
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with through to the traditional ADC method was improved,Introduce other external variables 
or use other evaluation methods together [33]. 

5. Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation 

5.1. Method Overview 

Large because of the sky wave over-the-horizon radar system, compared with other radar is 
more qualitative indicators, so we often in the ADC method in addition to the ADC the three 
secondary indexes to add a K index to deal with the qualitative indexes, and the result of 
processing does not reach the level of precision, only to a certain extent, to correct the error of 
the system.Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a kind of comprehensive evaluation 
method based on fuzzy mathematics and fuzzy relation comprehensive principle.It quantifies 
some factors that are difficult to quantify and boundary is difficult to determine, and 
comprehensively evaluates the membership degree of things from multiple elements [34].It can 
solve large system models such as sky wave over-the-horizon radar with many uncertainties.At 
the same time, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation is often combined with analytic hierarchy 
process.Compared with analytic hierarchy process, the emphasis is on the construction of 
evaluation model.Its basic principle is: firstly, determine the factor set and evaluation set of the 
evaluation object;Then the weight and membership degree of each factor are determined, and 
the fuzzy evaluation matrix is obtained.Finally, the fuzzy evaluation matrix and weight vector 
of each factor are calculated and normalized, and the fuzzy comprehensive evaluation result is 
obtained.Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is generally combined with analytic 
hierarchy process and expert method. 

5.2. Modeling Steps 

 
Figure.3 :SWOTHR combat effectiveness evaluation index system based on fuzzy evaluation 

method 

1) Target factor subset and evaluation index system of sky wave over-the-horizon radar 
operational effectiveness evaluation are established, as shown in Figure 3 
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2) Building a judgment set 

Take 
 

 ={very good, very good, fair, poor, very bad}  

3) Factor evaluation matrix is obtained 

Due to the complexity of radar system indicators, it is difficult to reasonably determine the 
fuzzy distribution used in evaluation, so expert evaluation method is adopted here. Make 

. Where  is the number of effective consultations,
 

 is the number of times that 

factor  is rated as  (only one evaluation is selected for each factor) 

4)Obtain the evaluation matrix 

 
5) Recurse layer by layer 

Then let the  obtained by sub-layer 2 combine the factors of sub-layer 1 to form the factor set 

of sub-layer, and repeat the above steps step by step until the  matrix of the target layer is 

obtained.See Figure 4. 

 
Figure. 4. Layer-by-layer push schematic diagram 

5.3. Main features 

1) Applying fuzzy theory to sky wave over-the-horizon radar effectiveness evaluation can solve 
the uncertainty problem in evaluation to a certain extent [35]. 

2) The evaluation result of this method is not only a quantitative evaluation of the evaluation 
system, but also a qualitative evaluation of the advantages of the system; 

3) The evaluation effect of multi-factor, multi-level and other complex problems is good, and 
the mathematical model is relatively simple and easy to master; 

4) The weight matrix is given manually and is highly subjective.This evaluation method is more 
suitable for multi-attribute decision analysis of large-scale systems. 

5) Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method can solve the uncertainty of system effectiveness 
evaluation to a certain extent, which is not available to classical AHP analysis method and 
traditional ADC analysis method [36]. 
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5.4. The application scope of fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method 

Due to the inherent relationship between fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method and AHP 
analysis method, its applicable scope is basically the same as AHP method. Compared with AHP 
method, fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method focuses more on the construction of 
evaluation model rather than the optimization of evaluation index system.It can not only be 
well applied in the operational evaluation of sky wave over-the-horizon radar, but also has wide 
applicability in the effectiveness evaluation of other weapon systems [37-38].It is suitable for 
multi-attribute analysis of large system. 

6. Evidence synthesis 

6.1. Method Overview 

The similarity coefficient calculation method proposed by evidence synthesis method is based 
on the idea of fuzzy clustering analysis [39].On the one hand, according to the expert's 
knowledge and authority to determine the inherent reliability of evidence, evidence on the 
other hand, computing the similarity coefficient between real-time credibility, obtain evidence 
obtained evidence synthesis weights, then use the new weights to modify the initial evidence, 
and further evidence of the improved comprehensive rules for comprehensive weighted data. 

Modeling Steps 

6.2. Natural Science Foundation 

 
Figure. 5 :Swothr operational effectiveness evaluation index system 

According to the basic function of sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) to complete 
combat tasks, the overall effectiveness target is decomposed at multiple levels by taking other 
effectiveness influencing factors into consideration, and the evaluation index system of 
SWOTHR combat effectiveness is established by using expert investigation method and analytic 
hierarchy process (AHP), as shown in FIG. 5. Where R is a quantitative indicator and C is a 
qualitative indicator. 
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Table 1 Definition of fuzzy words 

uji 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

perfect 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 

Very good 0.25 1 0.75 0 0 0 0 

Good 0 0.25 1 0.75 0 0 0 

General degree 0 0 0. 5 1 0.75 0 0 

bad 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.75 0 

Very bad 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 0.75 

horrible 0 0 0 0 0 0.75 1 

 

In order to adapt to the different degrees of expression of system description by experts, 7 fuzzy 
words with certain flexibility are given in Table 1. 

1) In order to evaluate the quality of qualitative indicators, this paper establishes the feature 
set A={excellent (A1), good (A2), medium (A3), poor (A4)}. 

2) Establish the index BPA function 

For qualitative indicator C1, the feature set was used as the identification framework, and n 
expert opinion evidence sources E1,E2...En. According to the definition of BPA function, 
establish the BPA function of expert J's judgment on qualitative indicator C1. 

3)Evaluation index synthesis 

Due to the different importance of each index to the evaluation index, the weight of each index 
(λ1, λ2...λn), and determine the relative importance of each index.Next, according to the relative 
importance of the underlying indicators, the BPA function of the underlying indicators was fine-
tuned, and the BPA function of the upper indicators was obtained according to the rules given 
by evidence synthesis.Each other level of indicators follows this progression until the final 
evaluation goal result is obtained. 

6.3. Main Features 

AHP method, ADC method and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method only give a 
comprehensive evaluation result, but they can not measure the certainty and uncertainty of the 
evaluation result, so they have certain deficiencies.However, the evidence synthesis method 
can better grasp the uncertainty and uncertainty of the problem than the three, and has better 
ability to deal with the unknown variables. 

6.4. Application Scope 

It is suitable for large and complex systems with many uncertain factors, such as sky wave over-
the-horizon radar, and has great application prospects in the future. 

7. Conclusion 

This paper first introduces the development of sky wave over-the-horizon radar (SWOTHR) 
and then establishes the evaluation method of SWOTHR system effectiveness.Based on the 
analysis of the four evaluation methods of theoretical basis, this paper introduces the modeling 
steps of each method, characteristics and application fields, and why the four methods applied 
to sky wave over-the-horizon radar is illustrated, under the background of evaluation practice, 
often based on the evaluation objects and establish corresponding evaluation index system of 
evaluation purpose, finally to choose the appropriate evaluation method.Sky wave over-the-
horizon radar operational effectiveness assessment is more complex, how many kinds of 
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evaluation index and index of the relationship between complex, complex internal attributes 
and the qualitative indexes, the training goal and changeful, there is only one way can solve the 
difficulties of index weight calculation, this needs to improve the different valuation methods 
and the comprehensive use, give full play to the benefit of each valuation method.Nowadays, 
the major evaluation methods emerge in endlessly, in view of this kind of sky wave over-the-
horizon radar dynamic degree is high, huge system, index system of complex system, and the 
Angle of the above three kinds of evaluation of the three classical evaluation method evaluation 
method provides an important reference for the future, today's method is nothing more than 
the combination of these three methods, optimization, data explosion era, at the same timeDeep 
learning algorithm based on big data technology is also an important direction of sky wave 
over-the-horizon radar operational effectiveness evaluation. 
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